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Abstract—A number of modern experiments require simulta-
neous measurement of charges on multiple channels at MHz
event rates with an accuracy of 100–1000 � ���. One widely
used data processing scheme relies on application of specific
integrated circuits enabling multichannel analog peak detection
asserted by an external trigger followed by a serial/sparsified
readout. Although this configuration minimizes the back end
electronics, its counting rate capability is limited by the speed of
the serial readout. Recent advances in analog to digital converters
and FPGA devices enable fully parallel high speed multichannel
data processing with digital peak detection enhanced by finite
impulse response filtering. Not only can accurate charge values be
obtained at high event rates, but the timing of the event on each
channel can also be determined with high accuracy.

We present the concept and first experimental tests of fully par-
allel 128-channel charge sensitive data processing electronics ca-
pable of measuring charges with an accuracy of 1000 e- rms.
Our system does not require an external trigger and, in addition
to charge values, it provides the event timing with an accuracy of

1 ns FWHM. One of the possible applications of this system is
high resolution position sensitive event counting detectors with mi-
crochannel plates combined with cross strip readout. Implementa-
tion of fast data acquisition electronics increases the counting rates
of those detectors to multi-MHz level, preserving their unique ca-
pability of virtually noiseless detection of both position (with an
accuracy of �� m FWHM) and timing ( 1 ns FWHM) of in-
dividual particles, including photons, electrons, ions, neutrals, and
neutrons.

Index Terms—Digital signal filtering, high counting rate, posi-
tion sensitive detectors, timing resolution.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ANY state of the art experimental techniques depend
on the capabilities of the detection systems, which

frequently have to be optimized in terms of their resolution,
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sensitivity, dark noise and achievable counting rates. Data
processing electronics is one of the key components defining
the characteristics of a particular instrument. In this paper we
discuss data processing electronics for event counting imaging
detectors, and, in particular, improving the counting rates
by orders of magnitude while retaining spatial and temporal
resolution.

Detectors with microchannel plates (MCPs) are widely used
in applications where event counting with both spatial and tem-
poral resolution is required. One of the major drawbacks of the
event counting MCP detectors is their limited counting rate ca-
pabilities: each event has to be fully processed before the arrival
of the next one. High resolution position sensitive detectors with
microchannel plates and cross delay line (XDL) readouts [1], for
example, have dead times on the scale of about 400 ns, thus lim-
iting the counting rates to few hundred KHz at 10% dead time.
Pixelated readouts, such as Medipix2 [2] have a large number
of independently counting pixels, each with s dead time.
Therefore the global counting rate of that readout is very high
( GHz) due to the large number of independently operating
channels, but the capability to independently time stamp each
event at this rate is lost.

The recent development of another high spatial resolution
readout, namely cross strip (XS) anode [3]–[5] with parallel data
processing electronics [6] enables substantially higher counting
rates exceeding several MHz, while still preserving the spatial
resolution of m . However, the timing channel in
those detectors was processed independently from the signals
defining the 2-dimensional position of an event. The electron
cloud amplified by the MCP falls onto the readout anode, which
encodes the center of that cloud by a charge division method.
The timing signal was obtained from the back electrode of the
MCP stack (Fig. 1). The potential of this electrode exhibits a
fast positive pulse as the electron cloud leaves the MCP. This
signal is amplified by a fast AC coupled amplifier and fed into
a time-to-digital converter measuring the fine time of the pulse
relative to some event trigger, e.g. a synchrotron trigger. The
spatial and timing information of the event is combined together
by a coincidence logic providing the synchronization of two in-
dependent data channels.

This approach was shown to be very successful for both
photon and electron time of flight experiments capable of
counting rates of 0.5 MHz with 10% dead time, spatial
resolution m and temporal resolution better than 60 ps
rms [7]–[9]. However, the synchronization of timing and spatial
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of previous data processing system for the cross
delay line detector, which uses 3 time-to-digital converter (TDC) units to pro-
vide two dimensional position of an event and its timing. The 3 TDC units have
to be synchronized through coincidence logic to appropriately match data flows.
The timing channel uses the pulse at the back electrode of the MCP stack oc-
curring at the moment when the electron cloud leaves the MCP.

data channels becomes difficult when events pile up and may
become a challenging problem for the applications with very
high counting rates. Some of the possible solutions to the event
pile up problem are the techniques suggested in references
[10], [11] and successfully used in a number of multiparticle
detection experiments [12], [13]. Distinguishing which XY
position belongs to which time can be done by post-experiment
sorting the data. In the case of delay line readout the fact that the
delay of X and Y lines is a constant allows accurate selection
of XY pairs and their time of arrival on the anode [10], or a
simultaneous event detection with a CCD camera may allow
separation of the events [11]. However, these techniques have
not yet achieved the spatial resolution below 10 m enabling
event counting detectors with up to 10000 10000 virtual
pixels, as it was shown with novel XS readouts combined with
microchannel plates [4], [5].

In this paper we describe the principle of simultaneous XS
position and timing data processing and present the first exper-
imental measurements of achievable timing resolution with the
current generation of data processing electronics. The new fully
parallel digital data processing in the XS detectors [6] allows
combining both timing and spatial channels in one data flow and
will not need any extra synchronization. This will be beneficial
for a number of high counting rate applications, especially ones
which may require processing of several nearly simultaneous
events, e.g. fluorescence life time imaging (FLIM) [14], some
synchrotron based applications, and many others. The resolu-
tion of 1 ns may be sufficient for many experimental systems, in-
cluding FLIM using novel digital frequency domain techniques
[15].

II. CROSS STRIP PARALLEL DATA PROCESSING ELECTRONICS

Previous generations of cross strip processing electronics
used application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) with
analog sample and hold and serial readouts, limiting the count
rate to tens of KHz. To overcome this limitation we have
designed and tested a new fully parallel system capable of

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the parallel cross strip data processing elec-
tronics. Each electrode of the two orthogonal set of fingers is connected to a
charge sensitive preamplifier followed by a fast ADC. All digitized channels are
fed into Vertex5 FPGA, where an event is detected, peak values are calculated
for the electrodes which received charge from MCP cloud followed by the
event centroid calculation. The same data is used for calculation of the event
timing. Only one set of fingers has its electronics shown.

simultaneous detection of charges on all 128 channels [6], [14].
The signal from each electrode of the XS anode is preamplified
by one of a set of 32-channel ASIC preamplifiers (peaking
time 50 ns) and then digitized by one of a set of multichannel
ADCs running at 60 MHz rate (Fig. 2) [6]. The amplitude peak
of the digitized signal is then found using Xilinx Virtex5 FPGA
with finite impulse response filtering and a filter matched to the
pulse shape of RD20 preamplifiers [14].

The present version of event counting detector with mi-
crochannel plates and cross strip readout has
readout anode with 64 64 fingers, each 0.5 mm wide. Two
sets of orthogonal fingers share (roughly equally) the charge
generated by the MCP stack placed 2 mm above it. The
ground layer positioned between the fingers of the orthogonal
axes substantially reduces the cross talk between the fingers
of the XS anode. A chevron stack of MCPs (33 mm diameter,
80:1 L/D, 13 degree biased microchannels with 10 m pores
on 12 m centers) was used in the present experiments. All
measurements were performed in a vacuum of
with UV illumination provided by a mercury vapor penray
lamp.

Although the spatial resolution of our previous detector with
analog peak detection was shown to be better than the pore di-
ameter m the count rate of that system was limited
by very slow shaping time and serial readout. All subsequent
events arriving within the time window required for processing
were ignored. No simultaneous events could be detected. The
new system allows substantially higher counting rates. More-
over, it enables a simultaneous detection of events, which are
separated in time by at least one clock cycle ( 20 ns) required
for the appropriate synchronization of X and Y channels and
that do not overlap spatially. The power of field programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs) allows accurate digital peak detection of
signals from each finger corresponding to the charge received
by each electrode, followed by the event centroiding.

The same digitized data can be used to calculate accurate
timing for each detected event in the same FPGA providing the
spatial information. First, the event timing can be defined as the
clock cycle at which the signal reaches its peak, translating to
16.6 ns accuracy for a 60 MHz ADC. However, a factor of 10
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Fig. 3. The measured shape of the signals from the charge sensitive multi-
channel preamplifier board with RD20 ASIC followed by single stage postam-
plifiers to match the ADC input dynamic range. Signals from only one channel
are shown, the others are identical with the exception of the pedestal offset,
which is corrected in the FPGA data processing. The legend shows the values of
the input charges in number of electrons. Solid lines—measured by a 500 MHz
digital scope, markers—the values digitized by a 60 MHz ADC.

better timing can be obtained by calculating the position of the
signal peak within the clock cycle, as shown in the next section.

The current system does not require an external trigger to
detect an event: it uses slew detection multiplexed from all the
digitized channels with a given threshold to be set above the
noise floor (currently 1000 electrons rms).

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

It is well known that one of the limiting factors in high
counting rate applications with MCPs is the inability of
microchannel plates to amplify the signal without gain degra-
dation. The charge produced by a pore or several adjacent
pores needs to be replenished before the next event occurs at
the same pores. The higher the gain required to operate the
detector at a given resolution, the longer the “dead” time of
the pore. We have shown that cross strip anodes can sustain
high spatial resolution at the detector gains as low as ,
almost two order of magnitudes lower than detectors with delay
line readouts. Therefore it is the dead time of XS electronics,
which determines the counting rate capabilities of the entire
detector. The 32-channel RD20 preamplifier ASIC developed
previously for other charge sensing applications was found to
be well suited to our requirements. Its peaking time is 50 ns
and the signal returns to baseline in 250 ns (Fig. 3), matching
well the speed of multichannel ADCs (markers on Fig. 3)
and processing power of Vertex5 FPGA to allow online data
processing. The noise of the amplifier is 1000e rms, which
is an acceptable value for our detectors, although less noisier
charge amplifiers will allow further reduction of the detector
gain and will extend its lifetime.

The digital peak detection in our system is performed with
the help of finite impulse response (FIR) filtering: the digitized
waveform is convolved with a signal of the same shape. The
stability of the shape of the amplified signal is very important
for the accuracy of peak detection. Fig. 3 shows the stability of
the shape for the input signals varying between and

Fig. 4. The measured peak voltage at the output of the preamplifier board (input
to the ADC) as a function of injected charge. The non-lineariry of the RD20
ASIC preamplifier can be corrected in the FPGA according to this curve.

Fig. 5. Constant fraction discrimination (CFD) of preamplified signal used for
calculation of the event timing. The CFD is used in order to eliminate the in-
fluence of the amplitude of the signal on the measured value on time. The zero
crossing is calculated from interpolation between two points surrounding x-axis.
Markers show the digitized values with 60 MHz ADC, which are used in the dig-
ital signal processing.

. The shape of the pulse remains constant en-
abling accurate measurement of the charge fallen on each elec-
trode of the XS anode. The gain linearity of the RD20 pream-
plifiers is shown in Fig. 4 and is taken into account in the charge
calculation at the FPGA. The accuracy of the charge detection
achieved in our system allows the calculation of the event posi-
tion with an accuracy m for the MCP gains below .

A. Calculation of Event Timing

The timing of the event in our parallel data processing system
is performed in two steps: first the clock cycle of the peak value
is determined in each channel, followed by calculation of the
event temporal “position” with the help of standard constant
fraction discriminator (CFD) method [18]—a well known tech-
nique to eliminate timing jitter due to variable pulse height. The
accuracy of that calculation provides event timing with the ac-
curacy 10 times better than the ADC clock cycle. Fig. 5 shows
the digital implementation of the CFD for our particular elec-
tronics configuration. The noise of the initial pulse obviously
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Fig. 6. Two input pulses used in calibration of timing resolution. The two
pulses separated by 1 and 1.5 �s stimulated the readout electronics to simulate
the signals produced by two events separated by a well known time interval.
The graphs shows the pulses measured with 500 MHz digital scope. Square
pulses generated by a SRS DG535 pulse generator were AC coupled into
electrodes of the preamplifier board, resulting in the differential signals shown
above, with the positive signals used for the timing experiments.

determines the accuracy of the event timing as it will vary the
position of zero crossing.

To evaluate the accuracy achievable in our system, we stimu-
lated the XS anode with a digital pulse generator (Stanford Re-
search Systems DG535, 30 ps pulse jitter) with two signals of
the same amplitude separated by 1 s and by 1.5 s, Fig. 6. The
amplitude of the signal was varied in order to investigate the
amplitude dependence of the achievable time resolution. The
calculation of event timing was not fully implemented in the
FPGA in these measurements: the digitized raw data was sent
to PC where the FIR filtering and digital CFD was performed
in order to test the accuracy achievable with our electronics. We
do not expect a loss of resolution when the digital filtering and
CFD will be transferred into a FPGA as a sufficient number of
bits can be used for CFD calculations and the resolution of the
present system is most likely limited by the signal-to-noise ratio.

The histogram of measured time differences between the
pulses measured at one individual channel is shown in Fig. 7.
The distribution of the measured time intervals is close to a
Gaussian with FWHM of 1 ns. In some cases the accuracy
of that timing can be improved by averaging between several
channels (each detection event will stimulate 5 electrodes
on each axis of our XS anode). Thus the events separated
by at least a few nanoseconds could be easily separated as
individual events and appropriately paired for X and Y axes.
The requirements on the spatial separation of the events can
be slightly relaxed by allowing event pile up, which can be
corrected by Maximum Likelihood algorithms, as was already
shown in implementation on an FPGA board [19].

Variation of timing resolution with the amplitude of the input
signal is shown in Fig. 8 for input pulses separated by 1 s
and 1.5 s. The range of input charges was chosen to corre-
spond to the dynamic range of the charges collected by indi-
vidual electrodes of the anode with detector gain of 2
to , sufficient to maintain high spatial resolution. The
resolution was found to be very similar for both time ranges
at the same input charge, reaching the best value of 0.76 ns
FWHM at input charge of . The higher
input charge values cannot be processed by the present elec-
tronics due to the limited dynamic range of RD20 ASIC pream-

Fig. 7. The histogram of measured time intervals between the events generated
by a pulse generator, shown in Fig. 6. Distance between the pulses was 1 �s,
the input charge into single channel ���� �� �����	
��. The solid line is the
Gaussian curve with 1.06 ns FWHM that fit the measured data.

Fig. 8. The histogram of measured time intervals between the events gener-
ated by a pulse generator. Interval between the pulses was 1 �s (top) and 1.5 �s
(bottom). The legend shows the amount of charge injected into a single channel.
The same data is obtained in all parallel identical channels of present data ac-
quisition system.

plifiers, reaching saturation. The measured timing resolution as
a function of input charge is summarized in Fig. 9. The accuracy
of event timing decreases rapidly for the input charges below

. For that reason we have decided to use only
one electrode with the largest signal for calculation of the event
time, instead of averaging over several fingers stimulated by the
electron cloud from the MCP, typically stimulating 5 fingers
with a quasi-Gaussian shape. It is worth noting here that the re-
sults of our measurements includes jitter contribution of both
pulses, as it will be during data acquisitions measuring time
difference between some external trigger (from synchrotron or
laser source) and the detected event. The accuracy of that mea-
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Fig. 9. The accuracy of measured event timing as a function of input charge.
The large input charges correspond to larger signal to noise values, improving
the resolution.

surement cannot be maintained over very large timing ranges as
it is defined by the accuracy of the ADC clock, which is good
to 1 part in , thus limiting that timing range to below 1 ms if
1 ns accuracy must be maintained.

IV. CONCLUSION

The self triggered data acquisition system described in this
paper uses the same signals for both spatial and timing chan-
nels. Although the timing resolution of our new system is not
as high as 100 ps FWHM achievable with the signal taken from
the back end of the microchannel plates, this system has some
advantages. First, it does not require an external trigger and pro-
duces both spatial and temporal data on each detected event with
the same electronics, eliminating the need to synchronize the
timing and spatial channels, which can be very challenging for
high speed systems. Another attractive feature of the fully par-
allel system is its high counting rate capability, allowing event
overlaps as long as they are separated by more than one clock
cycle of analog to digital converter (currently 17 ns) and do
not overlap spatially. The rapidly developing technology of fast
ADCs and field programmable gate arrays will allow us to im-
prove the resolution of the data processing electronics to even
better values. The parallel scheme of data processing also en-
ables the scalability of the system without major redesigning of
both hardware and electronics.

The application of more complex parallel electronics obvi-
ously makes the data processing units more susceptible to mal-
function and radiation damage and increase the power consump-
tion to the level not acceptable for some applications. However,
continuous development of new electronics, specifically appli-
cation specific integrated circuits and radiation hard digital logic
may overcome that limitation in the future.
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